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Madame Chair,

I h ve the honour to speak on behalf of the 28 Member States of the European Union.

The Candidate Countries Turkey, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedoni ,

Montenegro, Serbia and Alb nia, the country of the Stabilisation and Association

Process and potential candidate Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Re ublic of Moldova,

Armenia and Georgia, align themselves with this statement. Allow me first to thank

Mrs. Martha Helena Lopez, Assistant Secretary-General for Human Resources

Management for presenting the reports of the Secretary-General and thank Mr. Carlos

Ruiz Massieu, Chairman of ACABQ, for introducing the corresponding reports of his

committee.

Madame Chair,

Strategic human resources management is at the heart of a more results oriented,



that the UN is a safe place to work and work with, free from harassment and

discrimination, sexual exploitation and abuse, fraud and all other types of cri in l

behaviour. To that extent we welcome ongoing efforts to investigate any alleged wrong

doing to the fullest extent under Article 101 of the UN Charter, as well as efforts by the

Ethics Office to mitigate potential conflicts of interest and protect whistle-blowers from

retaliation. We see a complementarity between these actions and the efforts to

streamline the staff regulations, simplifying human resources policies and procedures to

ensure they are well understood and adhered to, promoting an ethical culture around a

transparent set of rules.

We welcome the SG's vision for human resource management, including his global

strategy, key for improved talent acquisition and management and a transformed

management culture. Looking forward, we plan to comment on HRM placement in the

context of management reform.

Madame Chair, we look forward to receiving all remaining ACABQ reports on Human

Resources Management in due course and will address these other aspects of HRM as

foreseen in the PoW.

Thank you.




